• Public
• Partnership
• Forum

The Story so Far.......
Once upon a time........................

**DEVELOPMENT OF CHPs**

- Government White Papers: Partnership for Care and Delivering for Health
- NHS Reform (Scotland) Act 2004

**DEVELOPMENT OF PPFs**

- CHP Involving People Advice Notes Dec 04
3 Main Roles of the PPF

- Enable the CHP to:
  - Provide Information
  - Involve Local People
  - Be Accountable
What Do We Mean By:

- **PUBLIC**
  - All of us

- **PARTNERSHIP**
  - Working Together

- **FORUM**
  - Discussion and Debate
How Did We Get to Where We Are Today?

- NHS 100
- CHP Scheme of Establishment
- PiLSG
- PFPI – Short Life Working Group
- Appointment of Temporary Project Manager February 2009
- PPF Core Group June 2009
- Final Draft Working Agreement April/June 2010
What Next?

- Public
- Partnership
- Forum

The Rest is Up to You.....